CL-S700 series

High Performance
with Easy Access
Ingeniously designed for
easy operation and reliability.
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Space-Saving Design Concept
Citizen's CL-S700 series Hi-Open™ case design lifts up vertically meaning that
its footprint does not change as the cover is opened. It can be placed in a tight
working space and still the case can be opened for media loading.
Ribbon loading is quick and easy with the Hi-Lift™ metal mechanism opening
to 90° to allow for easy ribbon access. It also makes media loading simple with
unobstructed access to the media path.
Our ARCP™ ribbon system eliminates ribbon wrinkle and media slippage on
small or specialist media. When you have nished changing the media, the top
cover closes gently for user safety.

Front Loading
Rewinder
Our clever and unique CL-S700R
includes an internal rewinder that
is simplicity itself to use.
Like the rest of the range's
features, the rewinder is fully
accessible from the front of the
printer meaning that you do
not have to move the printer or
reach down the side to load the
rewinder spool.
The front door drops down (see
left) and the liner or labels are
loaded. When you are ready, just
lift up and click closed.

Easy Conguration with Cross-Emulation™
For simplicity, the power switch is conveniently located at the front of the printer,
protected by a recess to avoid accidental operation.
The large graphic LCD gives a clear indication of printer status and easy printer
conguration. There are many settings available through the control panel to congure
the printer from basic operation to detailed control.
Citizen's innovative Cross-Emulation™ automatically senses the printer's two languages
and will offer to switch automatically between Datamax® and Zebra® emulations.
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Low Total Cost Of Ownership
With the ease-of-use of our printers, installation and training costs are
immediately minimised. On-going operational costs are reduced as there is
less chance of problems in the field because day-to-day functions are that much
easier.
Citizen makes sure that all consumables - especially the print heads for our
label printers - are priced sensibly making our printers economical to run. If
you need to clean or service your printer, the clever and innovative design
means it is quick and easy to service reducing your on-going support costs still
further.

Flexibility: Options And Extras
The auto cutter is ideal for ticketting applications or other
places where card tags and
continuous media must be cut
to particular lengths.
A peeler is available for
those applications where
full rewinding is not needed.
Ethernet and Wireless LAN
cards can be installed in minutes
by simply exchanging a card at the
back of the printer.
For specialist applications, the CL-S703 and
CL-S703R models print at 300 dpi making them ideal
for small labels with 2D matrix barcodes such as Datamatrix,
Codabar, QR-Code and PDF417. The higher resolution
300 dpi is also ideal for serial number rating plates
featuring company logos and idents like CE or WEEE
logos or where intricately designed fonts are required.

Value For Money - Peace Of Mind
All of Citizen's barcode printers have a manufacturer's two-year
warranty on the printer and mechanism. All though we don't expect
that you will need it, we like to give you the peace of mind that your
printer is covered in case of any problems.
So, you can buy a Citizen printer confident in the knowledge that
it is extremely reliable, highly flexible and not going to cost you the
earth to run and operate.
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